
With so many technologies proclaiming to be the latest and
greatest, finding the  correct  one to meet a specific need is
challenging enough - but what comes next?  It isn’t enough
to simply select the “right tool for the job”. Organizations
must be prepared to take steps early and often in order to
actualize a solution’s full potential.   

Arraya's ASCEND methodology — powered by our Customer
Success Management  (CSM)  team — drives ongoing,
enhanced engagements intended to help customers realize
their ROI goals for the duration of a technology’s lifecycle. Our
CSM specialists help customers develop a unique Customer
Success Plan, which acts as a roadmap to their desired
business outcomes. The relationship is a true partnership -
one where our specialists are engaged every step of the way
to guarantee that customer objectives are achieved, while
monitoring solution KPIs to ensure ongoing success.

ENHANCED CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENTS + EXPERIENCES

Arraya ASCEND
Optimizing and Elevating the Customer Experience

CERTIFIED TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS

Arraya’s CSM team  is certified by industry leading vendors  from across the technology spectrum.
These certifications reflect our team  members’  deep  commitment to enhancing the customer
experience throughout every engagement they undertake.
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By working closely with leading vendors, Arraya’s CSM team helps customers
secure  a licensing  footprint informed  by their  unique  needs. This  affords
organizations the ability to embark on, or further, their  technology  journey  in a way
that makes sense for their budget  while also  preserving  the flexibility  for that
footprint to  scale  as  their needs  do. Arraya's lifecycle management services shift
responsibility for staying on top  of the technology license lifecycle away from
already-overburdened IT resources and onto our certified team of experts.

RIGHT-SIZING LICENSING

GET FULL VALUE FROM TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS

Arraya’s CSM team can help optimize efforts across the  IT  stack, including
cloud migrations , data center modernization projects, cyber security
initiatives, collaboration advances, and more. Our experts can assist with:

Arraya’s CSM experts serve as an advocate during complex, multi-faceted upgrade 
discussions. Our team leverages our relationships with top vendors to ensure
customers’  project  objectives  and budgetary restrictions  always remain at the
forefront of the conversation.

ADVOCATING FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

Our CSM team understands that the right tools  are only one piece of
the  puzzle.  Arraya’s experts coordinate organization-wide training efforts and end
user messaging to ensure that the human side of the initiative is  on par
with the technological component.

SUPPORTING THE HUMAN SIDE OF TECHNOLOGY

Arraya’s CSM team tracks and analyzes usage and adoption metrics associated
with  newly-installed collaboration, networking, data center and security solutions.
Should these figures fall short of expectations, our experts facilitate improvement
efforts to ensure these platforms deliver on their promise to bring workers together
despite physical distance.

MEASURING AND MONITORING PROGRESS


